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1. Executive Summary 
 
The management and coordination of GRID resources is a central topic for Next Generation GRIDs, a fact which 
has also been identified by the NGG expert group. Currently, there is neither a coherent and generally accepted 
infrastructure to manage and schedule resources nor are there efficient coordination algorithms that suit the 
complex requirements of a large scale GRID environment with different resource types. 
 
The main objective of this Virtual Institute is the development of a common and generic solution for GRID 
scheduling and management in Next Generation GRIDs. This includes the architectural perspective which has to 
support scalability and cooperation across different administrative domains. Such architecture requires new 
scheduling algorithms and scheduling policies for coordinating the access to resources and for supporting 
complex job requirements. Furthermore the actual management of resources and jobs needs several services that 
provide the necessary functionality e.g. to manage the scheduling of complex job workflows. 
 
To achieve this goal of a common CoreGRID resource management and scheduling framework, eight research 
tasks have been identified which cover the following core issues: 
 

1. Definition of the components of a GRID scheduling architecture and their interaction 
2. Multi-level scheduling strategies with interaction between local resource management systems and 

higher-level GRID scheduling 
3. Workflow GRID scheduling strategies for jobs with temporal dependencies between different resource 

requirements 
4. Fault-tolerance and reliability in GRID scheduling 
5. Evaluation and benchmarking of GRID scheduling systems 
6. Model for mapping and scheduling of high performance parallel applications 
7. Coordinating GRID scheduling with data management 
8. Performance prediction for improving advance scheduling of resource allocations 

 
To pursue the joint research objectives, it is necessary to overcome the existing research fragmentation among 
the participating partners. Therefore, the roadmap identified the individual research contributions and 
collaboration topics between the partners. Joint workshops are organised to gain a common understanding of the 
different research approaches and to foster tighter collaboration between the partners with research visits and 
joint publications. The partners contribute their expertise and plan to utilize and promote the solutions from the 
Virtual Institute in their individual projects. Moreover, the partners are committed to strengthen the collaboration 
beyond the network by continuing regular workshops and considering joint projects in the future. 
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2. Introduction 
 

Context 
 
The CoreGRID Network of Excellence (NoE) aims at strengthening and advancing scientific and technological 
excellence in the area of GRID and Peer-to-Peer technologies. The joint programme of activity within 
CoreGRID is structured around six complementary scientific research areas that have been selected on the basis 
of their strategic importance, their research challenges and the recognised European expertise to develop next 
generation GRID middleware. These areas are: 
 

- Knowledge and Data Management (WP2) 
- Programming Models (WP3) 
- System Architecture (WP4) 
- Grid Information and Monitoring Services (WP5) 
- Resource Management and Scheduling (WP6) 
- Problem Solving Environment, Tools and GRID Systems (WP7) 

 
The scientific activities are operated in virtual research institutes within the CoreGRID Research Laboratory. 
This document describes the roadmap for the activities of Work Package 6, operated as the Virtual Institute for 
“Resource Management and Scheduling”. It integrates the different existing research activities and expertises of 
the different partner in this particular area. 
Resource management and scheduling are cornerstones for the middleware of Next Generation GRIDs (NGGs) 
as they cover main functionalities for discovering, negotiating and allocating GRID resources. Therefore, this 
Virtual Institute has close relations with the other CoreGRID institutes which will rely on the results of WP6. 
 

Problems 
 
The management and coordination of GRID resources is a key topic for future GRIDs, which has also been 
identified by the NGG expert group [2],[3]. Currently, there is neither a coherent and generally accepted 
infrastructure to manage and schedule resources nor are there efficient coordination algorithms that suit the 
complex requirements of a large scale GRID environment with different resource types [11]. Key issues in this 
area are, for instance, the consideration of a cost and accounting model as well as the support for individual 
policies of GRID users and resource providers. 
 

Objectives 
 
The main objective of this Virtual Institute is the development of a common and generic solution for GRID 
scheduling and management in Next Generation GRIDs. This includes the architectural perspective which 
has to support scalability and cooperation across different administrative domains. Such an architecture requires 
new scheduling algorithms and scheduling policies for coordinating the access to resources and for supporting 
complex job requirements. In addition, the actual management of resources and jobs needs several services that 
provide the necessary functionality e.g. to manage the scheduling of complex job workflows. 
 

Tasks 
 
The future application scenarios for Next Generation GRIDs are not yet clearly predictable. While current 
activities focus on high-performance computing in scientific environments, future GRID systems will include 
new resource types as well as commercial application scenarios and business models [29]. For instance, the 
resources in a Next Generation GRID will include various types of hardware resources (processor nodes, 
memory, and network bandwidth) over data and software (application programs) as well as other complex 
services (visualization, sensors, and instruments) [11]. As those different resource types require different 
handling, new concepts must be developed for resource management and scheduling in NGGs. 
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Nevertheless, an efficient, secure, and reliable scheduling system is vital for the acceptance of NGGs by a broad 
community. An NGG scheduling architecture must be distributed in order to handle the highly dynamic nature of 
the GRID and to prevent dependencies on single components of the architecture. It must be able to allow the 
integration of a large variety of components into the GRID and support individual policies imposed by the 
various resource owners and GRID users. The concepts must be scalable to support GRIDs with large numbers 
of resources and participants. As business models for GRIDs are still underdeveloped today, the scheduling 
architecture must also include means to implement different future business models. In order to simplify GRID 
use, the architecture must automatically coordinate all resources requested by complex GRID jobs. This includes 
solutions for the scheduling problems that are of general practical interest in the context of large-scale distributed 
platforms. 
 
In order to provide a common and generic solution for GRID scheduling and management in Next Generation 
GRIDs, this Virtual Institute addresses the following research tasks: 
 

1. Definition of the components of a GRID scheduling architecture and their interaction 
2. Multi-level scheduling strategies with interaction between local resource management systems and 

higher-level GRID scheduling 
3. Workflow GRID scheduling strategies for jobs with temporal dependencies between different resource 

requirements 
4. Fault-tolerance and reliability in GRID scheduling 
5. Evaluation and benchmarking of GRID scheduling systems 
6. Model for mapping and scheduling of high performance parallel applications 
7. Coordinating GRID scheduling with data management 
8. Performance prediction for improving advance scheduling of resource allocations 

 
These research tasks have been selected to provide results for the challenges in resource management and 
scheduling for Next Generation Grids. It is expected the combination of the different research tasks leads to 
integrated solutions with the following properties: 
 

- Generic and scalable GRID scheduling infrastructure 
- Cooperation of lower-level local resource management system and higher-level GRID scheduling 
- Support for complex GRID jobs including workflows and co-allocated resources. 
- Integration of coordinated scheduling for all resource types, especially including data and network  

scheduling 
- Integration of the different user and owner scheduling policies 
- Integration of requirement for GRID business models into the scheduling process 

 
Based on their expertises and their projects the partners in the institute contribute to the different research tasks. 
While the application scenarios and the existing corresponding research results differ among the partners, it is 
expected that there are common core problems in GRID resource management and scheduling as mentioned 
above. The first discussions and meetings in the Virtual Institute confirmed this assumption and showed that the 
collaboration will not only broaden the horizon of the different research groups. Moreover, it is expected that the 
individual research can be integrated in a larger roadmap to achieve a common set of models and strategies in the 
area of resource management and scheduling. To this end, it is necessary to identify similarities of the different 
application use-cases. Following, models for the relevant GRID functions need to be derived, for which 
implementations and strategies will be developed. Besides the inclusion of existing research contributions of the 
partners, there will be a gap analysis for necessary but not yet addressed issues in this roadmap. 
 
In the following we elaborate on the roadmap of the research tasks. 
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3. Positioning 
 

State of the art (existing approaches) 
While Grids are still a novel technology, they are already in practical use in several projects and existing 
collaborations. However, the anticipated goal of a common and functional-rich Grid middleware which provides 
scientists or commercial business with a transparent access to arbitrary resources is still far of. There are several 
existing GRID resource management systems, for instance the Globus Toolkit [5] is the most common to name. 
These available systems already provide solutions for implementing GRIDs. However, only core functionalities 
are available. Therefore, existing Grid projects focus on specific application scenarios and the inter-operability 
between different GRIDs is usually limited. As a typical example, mainly High-Performance Computing 
scenarios are considered in which a limited number of computing sites participate in GRID collaborations. Here, 
the included resources are typical high-performance computer systems, like parallel computers or clusters. 
A sophisticated and renowned example of an existing Grid network is the LHC experiment [7] supported by the 
EDG [6] and EGEE [8] projects. 
 
Current GRID systems provide a set of core services which allow the remote execution of computational jobs. In 
addition basic functions for data management are available [25]. However, there are currently no common 
solutions for higher-level services in terms of automatic resource coordination and management which really 
provide a transparent access to resources for the end-user while also laying the foundation for different business 
models [22]. Many projects need such functionality as it is usually not feasible that an end-user manually 
searches and negotiates for suitable resource access [33]. Therefore, many projects implement a new resource 
management and scheduling part to implement a specialized solution for this task. Existing projects typically 
address only parts of the general problem and are often specific for a dedicated application scenario.  
For a broad proliferation of Grid technology it can be deduced that future Grids are not limited to small- or 
medium-sized HPC Grids, but must provide solutions for different application scenarios including but not 
limited to enterprise business applications [27], or mobile and ubiquitous computing in ambient networks [26]. 
In contrast to existing scheduling architectures, the resources in a Next Generation GRID will support various 
types of hardware resources (processor nodes, memory, and network bandwidth) over data and software 
(application programs) and many other complex GRID services (visualization, sensors, and instruments). Most 
of these resources are currently not well integrated into Grid management. 
 
As those different resource types require different handling, totally new concepts must be developed for the 
scheduling in NGGs. Especially the coordination of different resources is currently not adequately addressed 
[11]. The highly dynamic environment of an NGG and the necessity to observe the individual policies of the 
participating resource providers require resource coordination and scheduling solutions that are very different 
from present methods. This includes the technological, architectural perspective how such a GRID system is 
built. Here, scalability and cooperation must be supported across different administrative domains. In addition 
the analytical, theoretical foundations of large-scale distributed resource management in Grids have to be 
created. It is not yet clear how or whether the existing knowledge from distributed systems and parallel 
computing can be applied to Grids. While business models for GRIDs are still underdeveloped today, the 
scheduling architecture must also include means to support new business models in the future. To this end, such 
architecture requires new scheduling algorithms and scheduling policies for coordinating the access to resources 
and for supporting complex job requirements. 
 
It is the key objective of this Virtual Institute to overcome this research fragmentation by bringing the experts in 
the different areas of research management and scheduling together. Through joint work and coordination of the 
specific contributions of the partners a general scheduling and management architecture will be developed. 
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4. Vision, Strategy and Roadmap 

Vision and Scenarios  
The research tasks of WP6 are not independent but have strong links within the Virtual Institute as well as to 
other institutes in CoreGRID. Vision of this Virtual Institute is the integration of the different research results of 
the partners into a common GRID resource management and scheduling model. This common model will still 
allow specialized implementations for different use case scenarios. However, a common model will allow 
sustainable advances in this area. It can be expected that several application use cases will share similarities for 
which a common set of strategies and services will be sufficient. That is, the implementation effort for such 
projects can be significantly reduced if a coherent solution framework is available. 
 
As mentioned above, the GRID resource management and scheduling problem consists of many facets which are 
usually not all addressed by a single research group. Therefore, the individual research groups will benefit from 
the possibility of using existing and reliable solutions from the CoreGRID repository. This is only possible if 
many solutions of the various research tasks are designed for a common model.  
 
The following important issues have been identified by the NGG1 [3] and NGG2 [2] expert groups of the IST 
and are part of their reports: 
 

- pervasive, with mobility as the cornerstone enhanced with more advanced pervasive computing 
facilities; 
 

- self-managing with the ability to handle highly dynamic and unpredictable configuration of demanders 
and suppliers; 
 

- resilient with the ability to handle highly dynamic and unpredictable configuration of the network 
connecting the computing nodes; 
 

- flexible to handle various types of computing nodes and highly dynamic distribution of computation 
tasks among involved resources; 

 
- easy to program with a high-level, functional programming interface reusing existing software 

modules; 
 
- flexible in trust to allow business operations to work effectively and efficiently as virtual organisation 

and distributed collaborations; 
 
- secure to assure confidence in its use for business purposes. 

 
While not all but most of the issues in this valid collection pose direct requirements for the research activities on 
resource management and scheduling in Next Generation GRIDs which we want to address in this collaborative 
approach. 
 
From a research point of view the NGG results can be translated to several mission objectives for resource 
management and scheduling (RMS): 
 

- offering a pervasive RMS middleware model which can be applied to different application scenarios; 
- Consider different resource types within the management and scheduling process; 
- Provide automatic scheduling mechanisms which support end-users and application programmers; 
- Agree on common interfaces and models for implementing individual and re-using existing solutions. 
- Support business models within the resource selection and scheduling process; 
- Investigate in fault-tolerant, resilient scheduling aspects. 

 
The research tasks are designed to address the objectives mentioned above. Within the research tasks, the 
partners share their expertise and collaborate to integrate their research activities towards a common model. 
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Strategy 
 
The general approach of the Virtual Institute on Resource Management and Scheduling is three-fold: 

1. Provide joint solutions of the participating partners within each research task 
2. Collaborate between the research tasks towards a joint framework 
3. Coordinate with the other Virtual Institutes in CoreGRID to integrate with their roadmap 

 
 
For the activities in within the Virtual Institutes, the following strategy has been identified during the first 
meetings: 

- Gain common understanding and naming of the GRID RMS problem among the partners 
- Review the existing research activities of the partners 
- Identify common models 
- Analyze and start the possible integration of existing research results towards a joint CoreGRID RMS 

framework. 
- Identify gaps within the map of existing solutions and stipulate joint projects on these issues. 
- Disseminate know-how and re-use CoreGRID solutions in other projects. 

 
This general strategy can be found for each research task as well as for the whole Virtual Institute. 
 
The eight research tasks of the Virtual Institute are as follows:  
 

- Task 6.1: Definition of a Grid scheduling architecture  
- Task 6.2: Multi-level scheduling strategies 
- Task 6.3: Workflow Grid scheduling strategies  
- Task 6.4: Fault-tolerance and reliability in Grid scheduling 
- Task 6.5: Evaluation and benchmarking of Grid scheduling systems 
- Task 6.6: Model for mapping and scheduling of high performance parallel applications 
- Task 6.7: Coordinating Grid scheduling with data management 
- Task 6.8: Performance prediction for improving advance scheduling of resource allocations 

 
 

Roadmap  
 
Phases of the roadmap 
 
Phase one: focuses on the gaining a common understanding and vocabulary of the problem space. To this end, 
surveys and presentations of the individual research contributions are conducted by the partners. It is expected 
that this will identify similar or complementary research goals among the partners which will lead to additional 
collaborations. This roadmap document contains information based on the work in the first months of the 
CoreGRID network. That is, the joint meetings and workshops have been used to explore and clarify the problem 
space between the partners. First collaborations have been identified and are documented in the following 
sections. 
 
Phase two: collection of existing ideas circulating among the partners, possibly coming from the different 
“local” projects the partners are involved in. Actual collaboration is performed towards the joint research goals. 
 
Phase three: results from the previous phases are shared within this as well as to other WPs of CoreGRID. 
Feedback is incorporated and used for further research activities. 
 
Phase four: Actual research results are integrated and tested between the tasks. 
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As seen in Figure 1, there are strong relations between the research activities. Task 6.1 will provide a common 
GRID scheduling architectural model that can be re-used for the remaining activities. Task 6.2 is intended to 
examine scheduling strategies which are suitable for such a GRID scheduling architecture. Due to the expected 
nature of Next Generation GRIDs, this task will explore strategies which will support multiple level of 
scheduling with consideration of  several complex scheduling policies and objectives. Task 6.3 deals with the 
particular problem of  complex jobs with workflows. Corresponding models and scheduling strategies are 
reviewed to improve the planning and execution of such workflows. This includes the integration of these results 
into the architecture of Task 6.1 and the scheduling strategies of Task 6.2. With Task 6.4 the particular problems  
of the dynamic and unreliable nature of GRIDs are addressed. Again, these results will be integrated into the 
CoreGRID repository for scheduling models and strategies. Task 6.5 will contribute with solutions to evaluate 
and benchmark the efficiency of the solutions of the remaining WP6 activities. This includes simulative tools as 
well as benchmark means for actual execution in GRIDs. Task 6.6 considers specific requirements and solutions 
for HPC GRID applications. While Task 6.1 and 6.2 have to provide solutions which are generic enough to 
support many application scenarios, as e.g. Enterprise GRIDs or Ambient GRID, Task 6.3 will investigate in the 
HPC scenario which is especially important for science. Task 6.7 considers the need for a stronger integration of 
data management into the general GRID scheduling problem. Task 6.8 explores functions for performance 
prediction which can be re-used by the other tasks for improving the scheduler performance. 
 
The exact timing of the phases of the roadmap will differ between the research activities as there are many 
interdependences between them. However, phases one and two are executed in parallel in all tasks.  
 
The general program of joint activities of this Virtual Institute is as follows: 
 

1. During the first 3 to 6 months of the project, the collaborative framework between partners will be set 
up. In particular, a Virtual Institute web site will be prepared in the framework of the CoreGRID web 
site (at the moment, a preliminary, reduced version of this web site is already on line, hosting pages for 
each one of the partners specifying the intended contribution to this Virtual Institute). 

2. Until the end of month 9 a joint research roadmap will be identified that includes the specific research 
expertise of the partners and identifies collaborations between the partners to achieve the goals of the 
Virtual Institute.   

3. Until the end of month 18 a white paper will be created that proposes a common GRID scheduling 

Figure 1. : Structure and interaction within WP6 and with the NoE towards a common Grid resource 
management and scheduling solution. 
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architecture, which will be used as general architecture model for the other subtasks of WP6. The goal 
is a consistent view on the resource management and scheduling problem in GRIDs. Establishing 
common cornerstones of a architectural model should allow the integration of the different research 
results of the Virtual Institute. 

4. During the second 24 months, all partners will be involved in the activities of the remaining subtasks. 
During the whole project duration several milestones will be introduced to integrate the different 
research activities. The overall goal is the creation of a complete and joint solution for the GRID 
resource management problem with a common set of model and strategies for the different problem areas 
that have been identified within the subtasks. 

 
Some of the research work for the tasks can be executed in parallel. However, the research on the overall multi-
level GRID scheduling architecture is a major task with implications to all other activities. Thus, durable 
integration of the different research activities is a key issue in this project. Therefore, it is especially important to 
achieve a common agreement on key components and their interactions. Thus, the results of the different research 
activities fit into an overall architecture. The activities for evaluating and benchmarking GRID scheduling will 
play a stronger part after the first 18 months. Nevertheless, as there are no common benchmarking methods 
available for the GRID, the evaluation process must be prepared from the beginning of the NoE. 
 
 
The Virtual Institute activities have been planned in such a way that a number of significant milestones will be 
reached during project duration:  
 

- At month 6 after the project start (that is end of February 2005) Agreement on a integration roadmap 
for a GRID scheduling infrastructure 

- At month 18 after the project start (that is February 2006)  Agreement on a GRID scheduling 
infrastructure and  First integration of available components 

- At month 24 after the project start (that is September 2006) Integration and evaluation of research 
results 

- At month 36 after the project start (that is September 2007) First proposal of complete GRID 
scheduling system  

- At the end of the project (that is August 2008) Integration of the services and promoting a single 
consistent scheduling architecture for NGGs. 

 
 
In the following we provide more detailed information about the roadmap in the different research activities of 
the WP6 tasks. To this end, the objectives for each task within the roadmap are presented. The partners will work 
jointly on these issues within the tasks. To this end, joint collaboration activities have been identified. 
Moreover, for each task the contributed research expertise of each partner has been identified in more detail.  
In the provided table, information about the partners contributed research expertise and research interest is given. 
In addition, some joint activities between partners could already been identified where the partners wanted to 
collaborate on a specific topic of the joint roadmap of the virtual institute. The information of collaboration 
partnerships are also given in the table. It is expected that additional collaborations will be established during the 
work of the Virtual Institute.   
After the presentation of the roadmap on the task level in the following section, the general mechanisms of the 
virtual institutes will be explained to aggregate the different activities towards the overall objective. 
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Task 6.1 Definition of a GRID scheduling architecture 
 
Rationale: 
 
Next Generation GRIDs will provide a large variety of complex services and resources [11]. The interactions 
between those services require an extensible and integrated scheduling concept. As mentioned before, such a 
coordinated scheduling of services is currently not available [12]. However, there are some specialized solutions 
for dedicated application scenarios. It requires a different approach than known from present distributed systems 
as the resources in an NGG (often) do not belong to the same administrative domain.  
Consequently, the individual demands of the resource owners need to be observed. Taking them into account 
requires a new technological approach. Therefore, NGGs need a scheduling architecture that supports the 
interaction of the independent local management services with higher-level scheduling services. Such 
architecture manages access to the various GRID resources which are typically subject to individual policies of 
the resource owner for access, accounting, priority, and security. In addition, the user of a GRID may also 
establish individual scheduling objectives. The NGG scheduling architecture must support negotiation of 
resource usage based on these policies to allow the implementation of various different business models. For 
some of the activities in this task, the Global Grid Forum research group on Grid Scheduling Architecture (GSA-
RG) [28] is used which is lead by CoreGRID partners. This forum allows getting broader input from the 
community and also provides a forum for dissemination of CoreGRID results.  
 
Roadmap: 

Collect relevant application scenarios in which Grid scheduling is required: Depending on the 
examined application scenarios, different scheduling strategies will be necessary. Therefore, it is crucial 
to analyze in more detail what kind of applications requires coordinated scheduling. The partners are 
active in the area of GRID scheduling and therefore have opinions and use-cases for the architecture of 
future GRID scheduling. In the first phase, these application scenarios are collected and reviewed for 
similarities. 
 
Identify required functionalities needed for building Grid schedulers: Based on the collected 
application scenarios a set of requirements are compiled about the functionalities which are necessary 
for a GRID scheduling architecture. This list considers requirements from the expected future 
scheduling strategies, business models, and current projects [11]. 
 
Review existing Grid scheduling approaches: Existing solutions available within and outside the 
CoreGRID network are analyzed in regards to the required functionalities. It is considered whether 
these solutions are suitable for integration into a common GRID scheduling architecture. If possible, 
existing solutions should be used for the GRID scheduling architecture. A survey has been started to 
analyze the existing resource management systems of the partners. 
 
Design a common CoreGRID GRID scheduling architecture: Based on the required functionalities, 
alternatives for the GRID scheduling architectures are identified and discussed. A common architecture 
will be designed which will support individual implementations for specific application scenarios. 
Different approaches will be reviewed and analyzed.  
 
Review integration of existing research results: It will be analyzed how existing research activities 
within CoreGRID can be integrated to build or to support the common architecture. Some partners 
might be able to simply adjust existing solutions to fit into this common architecture, while others may 
be able to consider this architecture in their future activities. 

 
Gap Analysis and Review the GRID scheduling architecture in collaboration with the other 
research tasks: Missing functionality will be identified by analyzing the envisioned scheduling 
architecture in view of available solutions. It is assumed that several aspects are currently not 
sufficiently addressed and understood in existing research activities. This gap analysis will be used to 
identify the necessity for future research and development activities. The scheduling architecture will 
have strong interdependence with the remaining research tasks in the Virtual Institute. Therefore, it is 
necessary to revise the architecture based on the results from the other research. The same applies for 
the interaction to the activities of other virtual institutes.  
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Research Collaborations: 
 

Peer-to-Peer scheduling architecture: Many approaches on Meta or GRID scheduling use a 
hierarchical structure between the scheduling instances. While such models are suitable and efficient for 
some application scenarios, such strict topologies are often difficult to maintain and prove as 
performance bottlenecks and single point of failure. Therefore, also Peer-to-Peer scheduling models are 
explored. To this end, it will be collaborated with WP4 in which P2P is also subject of research.    
 
Interaction between different services in the architecture: Both the architecture itself and its 
specializations for particular cases need to interact with different kinds of external services that a 
general scheduling architecture should provide.  
 
Interface between scheduling instances: Most GRID resources are controlled by local resource 
management systems which often include scheduling functionalities. The resource providers typically 
want to maintain the local control for their resources and also require support for individual policies for 
the resource offering to GRID users. Therefore, it will be necessary that the different scheduling 
instances within a GRID communicate in the resource selection and scheduling process. This 
negotiation process will be reviewed. 
 
Coordination, co-reservation of resources: The scheduling of complex jobs will need the 
coordination and orchestration of several resources. That is, means for co-reservation/co-allocation are 
needed for a GRID scheduling architecture.  
 
Advance Reservation/Quality of Service: Future GRID systems will require a higher level of 
reliability in terms of service quality. Therefore, the integration of negotiation and agreement is an 
essential aspect of the GRID scheduling process.  
 
 

 Contributions Collaborations 
TUD - Peer-to-Peer Scheduling Architecture UNI DO 
FHG - Meta-Scheduling of computational and non-computational resources 

- Hierarchical and Peer-to-Peer scheduling models 
TUD, FZJ, 
PSNC, UNIDO 

FZJ - Integration of data and compute resources into the overall architecture 
and the respective processes these GRID resources are involved 

- Generic scheduling process definition 
- Link to NextGRID project 
- Collaboration within the GSA research group of the GGF 

UNIDO 

PSNC - design of the general GRID scheduling architecture providing use-cases 
and experiences from other projects 

- focus on particular aspects like advance reservation and QoS 
guarantees. 

- Work in GSA research group of the GGF 

UNI DO, FZJ, 
UPC 

UNICAL - defining a general model for GRID job scheduling and an architecture 
for its support.  

- Both the architecture itself and its specializations for particular cases 
need to interact with different kinds of external services that a general 
scheduling architecture should provide. 

 

UNIDO - Requirement Analysis 
- Development of negotiation interfaces between scheduling instances. 
- Work in GSA research group of the GGF 

TUD, FZJ, 
PSNC, FHG, 
ZIB 

UPC - Define a GRID architecture composed by well defined components, 
with clear API's to coordinate the different components.  

- Support for re-using existing jobs and executables. 

 

ZIB - co-reservation of resources 
- data-aware job scheduling 
- Background from EU DataGRID, GridLab, FlowGRID 

UNIDO 
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Task 6.2 Multi-Level Scheduling Strategies 
 
Rationale: 
 
The GRID scheduling structure requires scheduling algorithms to be developed at a higher level of abstraction to 
take the different system levels into account. Most resources are controlled by local resource management 
systems. Higher-level GRID scheduling instances will have to interact with these local scheduling systems. That 
is, scheduling for GRIDs will significantly differ in comparison to parallel job scheduling. For instance, only 
limited information may be available from the local resource management systems. In addition, the consideration 
of individual resource policies and user demands will lead to complex multi-criteria scheduling objectives. Here, 
the resource provider might impose access policies which influence under which condition resource access is 
granted. From the user’s point of view, the optimization objective might deviate from the common response time 
minimization. In a GRID the user will also have individual preferences about service-quality, cost, etc. 
To this end, new scheduling models will be explored in this research task.  
 
Roadmap: 
 

Identify relevant scheduling policies: Typical requirements for the provider and user policies are 
collected. This includes information about scheduling objectives and constraints. 
 
Analyze available alternatives for multi-level scheduling strategies: The interaction between 
scheduling instances will be reviewed and suitable scheduling strategies will be discussed. The 
approaches will cover hierarchical as well as peer-to-peer models or economic models.  
 
Review evaluation methods: Based on the collected application scenarios a set of requirements are 
compiled about the functionalities which are necessary for a GRID scheduling architecture. This list 
considers requirements from the expected future scheduling strategies, business models, and current 
projects. 
 
Integration of strategies into the common scheduling architecture: Based on the results of Task 6.1, 
the integration of scheduling algorithms and strategies into a common GRID scheduling architecture is 
reviewed.  
 

Research Collaborations: 
 

Definition and integration of individual policies in scheduling and management processes: 
Relevant scheduling policies need to be identified and included into the scheduling process. To this end, 
suitable mechanisms are reviewed to describe such policies. 
 
Examine market-oriented strategies: The required integration of flexible scheduling objectives and 
cost management leads to the examination of economic scheduling methods. Here, GRIDs are seen as 
markets in which the resource access is traded and negotiated.  
 
Examine hierarchical scheduling strategies: This alternative for scheduling distributed parallel 
computer systems can be very efficient for certain application scenarios. Therefore, strategies are 
reviewed which utilize such scheduling configurations. 
 
Examine multi-criteria scheduling strategies: The inclusion of quality of service requirements as well 
as cost management leads to complex scheduling problems. Most existing scheduling strategies focus 
on a single scheduling objective. However, this does not apply for all GRID scenarios in which different 
policies will require more flexibility in regards to the optimization goal. Thus, multi-criteria scheduling 
strategies are examined. 

 
 

 Contributions/Research Background and Interest Collaborations 
CNRS - A local computational grid broker/scheduler software "CiGri" has been 

developed. This broker is able to submit parameter sweep-type jobs to 6 
clusters (about 700 machines in total) in Grenoble owned by different 
administrative domains. 
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- CNRS also developed a local cluster-level scheduler "OAR" - a 
replacement for PBS & Maui. 

- We have studied the problem of scheduling for multi-level platforms with 
presence of multiple criteria (e.g. makespan and average completion time) 
and multi-level scheduling (interaction between the global scheduler and 
the local collection of clusters). 

- We want to investigate interactions between the grid scheduler and local 
(cluster) schedulers in the presence of contradictory criteria of different 
parties which use or administrate the resources (users submitting grid task, 
users submitting local tasks, local administrators, grid administrators). 

- CNRS would like to design an adaptive algorithms capable of adjusting its 
working to the changing conditions on the grid. 

- CNRS is also interested in designing an approximation algorithm which 
deals with "reservations" for rigid tasks. 

- Eventually CiGri will be extended to support parallel jobs and to 
implement all those features. 

TUD - TUD wants to look into the question of how the policies at the different 
levels can cooperate, and to what extent grid scheduling interferes with the 
local resource schedulers. 

CNR-ISTI 

FHG - Having different levels of scheduling usually implies both different 
behaviour and different semantics of the various systems involved. FHG 
wants to investigate to which extend a meta-scheduler must be capable to 
catch the semantics of an underlying local systems and how this could be 
achieved. 

FZJ, UoM, 
UPC 

FZJ - The Research Centre Jülich is active in the area of GRID scheduling 
architectures, processes and patterns (see task 6.1). Assuming that 
resources in such GRIDs are heterogeneous, geographically distributed and 
belonging to different organisations, the pre-selection of potential 
resources is an essential task to limit the number of resources which are 
candidates to be scheduled. FZJ is developing algorithms to carry out this 
kind of resource pre-selection and it analyses scheduling use cases and 
processes with respect to their need for resource pre-selection and the 
optimal point in time to perform it. 

FZJ, UoM 

PSNC - As this task deals with interactions between high-level and low-level 
scheduling mechanisms, PSNC wants to investigate the case when a grid 
scheduler can request resource reservation from the local resource 
management system. This should be compared with traditional approaches.  

- PSNC is going to continue research on multi-criteria algorithms for GRID 
scheduling including modelling and exploitation of user preferences. 

- PSNC contributes also through the Grid Resource Management System – a 
multilevel scheduling system for Grids.   

UNI DO, UPC 

UNICAL - UNICAL is working on the study of different kinds of workflow 
scheduling policies, that are needed in order to meet the demands of the 
very heterogeneous GRID applications and users. Three main kinds of 
policies have been identified, each with its own different objective: task-
oriented ones aim at optimizing the overall system performance, resource-
oriented ones to meet some fairness or optimization criteria, and job-
oriented ones to maximize the performances of individual applications. To 
achieve their objectives, such policies must face the impossibility of a total 
control over the available resources, their different performance, the 
(potentially huge) variability of the resource pool, and the impact of other 
running jobs. 

 

UNIDO - UNIDO has theoretical and practical background in parallel job scheduling 
as well as GRID job scheduling. 

- Hierarchical GRID scheduling strategies have been developed and 
reviewed. 

- In addition, a market-oriented GRID scheduling system was developed and 
evaluated. Future work will include co-reservation of resources for 
complex jobs. 

- UNIDO is working in the GSA research group of the GGF 

TUD, FZJ, 
PSNC, FHG, 
ZIB 
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UPC - UPC is working in the coordination between the local resource 
management and the high level scheduling.  

- The work focuses on the scheduling of MPI & OpenMP applications and it 
is planned to coordinate the GRID broker with the processor scheduler. 

- Collaborations on advance reservations are planned. 

PSNC 

ZIB - ZIB will contribute its expertise gained in many GRID projects over the 
past decade (EU DataGRID, EU GridLab, EU FlowGRID, DFN Virtual 
Supercomputer).. 

- ZIB is investigating the processing of co-reservation requests.  
- Of particular interest are efficient algorithms, which optimize the 

scheduling of reservations with regards to the requestor’s goals, resource 
owners, and the side-effects on non-reservation jobs. 

UNIDO 

CNR-ISTI - Nowadays Web Services (WS) are intensely used to develop GRID 
computing platforms. In this task, CNR-ISTI wants to investigate how to 
exploit WS technology to develop and build resource discovery and 
selection functionalities.  

- Main target is to build a multi-level scheduling solution based on Peer-to-
Peer technology and WS(RF) standards. 

- Moreover, CNR-ISTI wants to investigate how economic approach and 
QoS user requirements can be exploited in such multi-level scheduling.  

- In order to evaluate the built solution, a real GRID test-bed is used made 
up of machines coming from partners of GRID.it, which is a national 
project on GRIDs funded by the Italian government.. 

UNIDO, TUD 

EPFL and 
HES-SO/ 
EIA-FR 

- EPFL and HES-SO/EI-FR contributes through their common project ISS 
(Intelligent GRID Scheduler System). The major strategy of this project is 
to find the best-suited GRID computing resources for a set of scientific 
applications. These applications and the parallel machines in the GRID are 
characterised by a set of parameters such as number of operations, number 
of memory accesses, data to be communicated between the processors, 
processor performances, memory bandwidths, or communication 
bandwidths. These parameters will first be estimated, than measured 
during execution and stored in a constantly updated database. The goal is 
to achieve a “best practise” scheduling for a given machines park in a 
GRID that has to execute a big number of scientific applications with 
different parameterisations. 

PSNC 

UoM - UoM have started the definition of a high-level architecture that can be 
used for the development of a simulator to evaluate different strategies to 
schedule parallel jobs onto a range of grid-interconnected supercomputer 
resources, see also Task 6.6. 

FHG 

IPP-BAS - For other tasks of the project (namely 7.1) IPP proposes to explore and 
prototype: 

o Directory/browser of active [groups of] application services 
supported by 

o Service Visualization Tools on two levels - Cluster and Grid - 
(with a support of dynamic performance/audit data about the 
services); 

o Library of system services for hardware/communication 
related dynamic metadata (supporting interfaces for automatic 
and hand-picked matchmaking) 

- Using these system services IPP will develop a compact information 
system with data about the behaviour/history of resources, services and 
load sources (users and processes) - with a build-in query interface based 
on data-mining technologies (for the cluster level) and data warehousing 
(for the grid level). IPP presumes the results of such queries can be used as 
input for adaptive scheduling strategies. IPP’s goal is to stick both 
processes that support the scheduling – the information gathering with the 
decision making. 

- For practical usage of gathered performance data IPP would like to 
develop: 

o a compact XML-based language which to be used as interface 
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between the scheduling/information processes 
o a system of parameters that represent the resource and load 

conditions on cluster and grid levels 
o an adaptive tuning mechanism for the precision at which the 

performance data is gathered or the queries are committed - 
obviously the precision will differ for the different hierarchy 
levels 

- IPP-BAS is also interested in exploring of the performance effect of 
dynamic [non-geographical] replication of services "on demand". 

CETIC - CETIC will propose a matchmaker between resources and jobs based on 
precise description (ontologies), monitoring and negotiation. This 
matchmaker will have to be compatible with local scheduling and 
management process. 

CNRS,  
EPFL and 
HES-SO/ 
EIA-FR 
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Task 6.3 Workflow Scheduling Strategies 
 
Rationale: 
 
Future GRID jobs will consist of complex workflows with temporal dependencies between different resource 
requirements. The efficient execution of such workflow will eventually require advanced job scheduling for such 
complex workflows. This task will examine new job scheduling strategies to e.g. estimate the deadlines of job 
parts and maintain resource reservations to guarantee efficient job execution. Current scheduling strategies do 
not exploit all available workflow information. Many different strategies and formalisms exist for the different 
kind of workflow models. This includes resource orchestration or choreography, as well as graph vs. script-based 
workflow models. Similarly there exist several different specification languages for the description of 
workflows. 
This activity will have strong interaction with Task 5.3 which covers Workflow execution services. Within 6.3 
the automatic scheduling and planning of workflows will be examined. These strategies and services will be 
made available to Task 5.3. 
 
Roadmap: 
 

Survey of existing GRID formalisms and workflow scheduling approaches: The different 
approaches which exist within and external of the CoreGRID network are compiled and reviewed.   
 
Mechanisms to handle workflows in scheduling systems:  This includes scheduling strategies that 
support co-allocation and advance reservation. This activity will strongly cooperate with Task 6.2. 
 
Review integration of mechanisms with the scheduling models within the WP: Depending on the 
results of Tasks 6.2 and 6.1, the integration of the different results within a common scheduling model 
is pursued.  
 

Research Collaborations: 
 

Definition and integration of common workflow description model: Relevant workflow descriptions 
are reviewed and analyzed.  
 
Examine scheduling strategies for workflows: The required integration of suitable scheduling 
strategies for automatic management of workflows within GRIDs.  
 

 Contributions/Research Background and Interest Collaborations 
ZIB - ZIB will contribute requirements on workflow scheduling from the area of 

bioinformatics.  
- In addition, ZIB is interested in using advance reservations to optimize / 

minimize the execution time of workflows. 

 

SZTAKI - SZTAKI has developed the P-GRADE GRID portal that can be used for 
development and submission of workflows consisting of sequential as well as 
MPI, PVM and P-GRADE parallel programs. The portal has been connected 
to GT2-based GRID implementations. Currently, we connect the Portal to 
different GRIDs, the Hungarian CusterGRID, the EGEE infrastructure and to 
GT3-based OGSA testbeds.  

- Current research directions include collaborative workflow development and 
execution of such a workflow on more than one GRID implementations.   

- In addition the portal will be adapted to MDS2-based information systems. 
- Legacy applications in workflows are examined as services using GEMLCA. 

UoW 

WWU-
MÜNSTER 

- WWU-Münster have been developing a graphical GRID-workflow language 
based on coloured Petri-Nets which models data and control-flow of GRID 
applications, and uses colours to model additional aspects (e.g. costs).  

- It is planned to investigate how the workflow description and additional 
information included in the workflow description (e.g.  performance 
predictions, costs) can be used to schedule the application on the GRID. 

FHG, FZJ 

FZJ - With respect to GRID work flow scheduling strategies the focus of the  
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Research Centre Juelich (FZJ) is more on the work flow languages and the 
supporting infrastructure then on the strategies itself.  

- Currently FZJ is evaluating different approaches to express and execute work 
flows in a GRID environment to integrate an existing solution into a resource 
management framework it is developing.  

- In addition FZJ is doing substantial work in the integration of agreement 
(negotiation)-based solutions into existing resource management solutions. 
This includes work at the GGF regarding WS-Agreement, the 
implementation of a WS-Agreement based resource negotiation framework 
and the integration of this framework into the UNICORE GRID system. 

UNIDO - UNIDO is working on co-allocation scheduling strategies for GRIDs, for 
which two different approaches are considered. Past research by UNIDO 
included scheduling strategies which supported parallel co-allocation of 
compute resources. It is planned to extend these strategies to include 
orchestrations of dependent job steps in workflows. 

- First, existing conventional scheduling strategies are extended for GRID 
usage incorporating complex job descriptions. This approach is suitable for 
HPC GRIDs with a limited number of resource providers.  

- The second approach includes economic scheduling models which allow the 
consideration of cost objectives and are suitable for large scale global or P2P 
GRIDs. 

- UNIDO is interested in developing strategies which allow to schedule, co-
allocate and advance reserve all required resources for complex job 
workflows. 

PSNC 

PSNC - In this task PSNC is going to continue research related to the multi-criteria 
optimization of whole schedules of workflow jobs in the GRID.  

- This approach will be compared to common strategies which schedule only 
one job at a time.  

- PSNC would like to study a generic workflow model and workflow 
description languages comparing our approach with others. 

- PSNC is also working on a GridSuite tools, that include workflow tools for 
workflow generation, refinement and execution. The tools are being 
developed for management of business processes in the engineering and 
eHealth domains.   

UNIDO, FZJ, 
FHG 

FHG - Scheduling complex workflows onto resources that might be in different 
administrative domains thus being operated under different policies and 
usually geographically dispersed probably needs additional features of a 
meta-scheduler. We plan to investigate the impact of such demands to meta-
schedulers. 

- Exploring deferred planning techniques for late-time scheduling of 
workflows and their activities. 

- Research on scheduling and resource management of interactive applications 
and workflows. 

- Development of a language for Petri-net-based workflow description 
concerning multiple levels of abstraction. 

- Development of languages for Resource description 
- Constrained-based scheduling and planning techniques for Grid workflows. 

WWU-Münster 
FZJ 

UoM - UoM have developed heuristics and a simulator for scheduling workflows 
modelled as Directed Acyclic Graphs; heuristics take into account the 
structure of the relevant graph to optimize the makespan of the schedule. 

- UoM has also developed  heuristics that take into account the uncertainty in 
the run-time execution of the tasks and optimize the schedule by rescheduling 
only selective tasks; these heuristics compare favourably with approaches 
that perform rescheduling exhaustively.  

- UoM would like to extend this work to deal with more complexity in the 
application characteristics and the machine environment. It would also be 
beneficial to have some standard model workflow applications for evaluation 
of different scheduling strategies. 

UCY 
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Task 6.4 Fault-Tolerance and Reliability 
 
Rationale: 
 
Large scale distributed platforms, such as grids, gather thousands of resources. Such platforms are inherently 
volatile, as resources can join or leave a grid at any time. Furthermore, at the scale of a grid, there is a quite 
significant probability that some component fails or is disconnected during a long computation. Moreover, the 
characteristics of the available resources, such as network bandwidth, will naturally evolve during any long 
computation as a grid will be simultaneously used by many applications and users. Therefore, the resource 
management and scheduling must detect the variations in resource availability and performance, and must adapt 
to these changes. 
In an NGG the multi-level GRID scheduling must be distributed and scalable without the establishment of 
central scheduling services. Moreover, different local resource management systems are involved in the 
execution of a single GRID application. Therefore, fault-tolerance and reliability is an important subject, both for 
the tasks to be processed and for the scheduling system itself [21]. However, so far, there is no integrated system 
which can monitor a volatile grid, reschedule, or migrate tasks because of the evolution of the platform 
characteristics, and which is tolerant to machine failures. To this end, special scheduling strategies are developed 
to provide robust scheduling and job execution even if GRID components fail. This can for instance include 
methods for job replication and adaptive re-scheduling in case of resource failures. 
 
 
Roadmap: 
 

Review of strategies for job replication and run-time scheduling: The different approaches which 
exist within and external of the CoreGRID network are compiled and reviewed. 
 
Develop robust scheduling mechanisms: Models for improving reliability and fault-tolerance into the 
scheduling process will be developed and reviewed. 
 
Integration of strategies into the common scheduling architecture: Based on the results of Task 6.1, 
the integration of strategies into a common GRID scheduling architecture is reviewed.  

 
 

Research Collaborations: 
 

Definition and integration of individual policies in scheduling and management processes: 
Relevant scheduling policies need to be identified and included into the scheduling process. To this end, 
suitable mechanisms are reviewed to describe such policies. 
 
Fault-tolerance through checkpointing: Two kinds of faults are considered: 1) resilience, failure or 
disconnections of resources; 2) result forgery due to massive attacks by a malicious attacker. To ensure 
portability on heterogeneous architecture and resilience of resources, checkpointing and restart are 
examined.  
 
Failure detection: Reliable mechanisms for detecting host failure are necessary for initiating any 
counter-measures by the resource management and scheduling systems. 
 
Adaptation to changes: Two types of GRID reliability can be distinguished: the reliability of jobs 
submitted to the GRID and reliability of the GRID scheduler itself (or GRID middleware in general). 
Here, techniques of re-scheduling and automatic job migration by checkpointing are reviewed. The 
information about the state of GRID components is not reliable in general. This especially applies to 
performance consideration of jobs and resources. Therefore, probabilistic models are also reviewed. 
 
Certification of global computations: Another problem that may be encountered in widely distributed 
grids, is the corruption either of the tasks or of their results, due to benign or malicious attacks. 
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 Contributions/Research Background and Interest Collaborations 
PSNC - PSNC is going to study re-scheduling techniques, including automatic job 

migration to improve performance, to increase the overall system 
throughput, or to recover after hardware failures.  

CNRS, UPC 

CNRS - Within CNRS, project MOAIS studies fault-tolerance on heterogeneous 
grids and global computing platforms. The CNRS approach is based on a 
checkpoint/restart of the macro dataflow (task graphs with dependences) 
related to the execution.  Such a dataflow description is implicit in 
dataflow languages, such as Athapascan which is supported by a 
distributed multithreaded kernel, KAAPI.  FlowCert is a software 
implemented on top of Kaapi that provides a distributed checkpoint/restart 
mechanism of a macro dataflow execution that is scheduled using a 
distributed work-stealing strategy.  FlowCert supports backtrack of 
scheduling decision and dynamic resource resilience. It also supports 
probabilistic certification for a global computation on unreliable resources. 

- CNRS is interested by studying the robustness of scheduling strategies, and 
by designing stable schedules, i.e., schedules which have good properties 
with respect to certain uncertainties/variations in the platform 
characteristics. 

- CNRS developed an approach to certify the correctness of program 
executions in hostile environments. They introduce a probabilistic 
certification that establishes whether the results of computations are 
correct. This probabilistic approach does not make any assumptions about 
the attack, and certification errors are only due to unlucky random choices.   

PSNC, UPC 

UPC - UPC has developed a mechanism which dynamically monitors hosts to 
detect host failures. In the case of host failures, the applications which 
were (at least in part) running on the faulty nodes are restarted. UPC is 
interested in using some checkpointing mechanism to avoid the complete 
re-execution of an application victim of some failures. UPC is thus 
interested by the checkpointing mechanisms developed by CNRS and 
PSNC, who, reciprocally, may be interested by UPC monitoring system. 

- UPC is also interested in combining application performance monitoring 
with checkpointing in order to allow scheduler and resource management 
systems to decide potential application migrations, e.g., to adapt the 
number of processors an application is using. This work is related to CNRS 
theoretical work on malleable tasks. 

CNRS, PSNC 
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Task 6.5 Evaluation and Benchmarking of GRID Scheduling Systems 
 
Rationale: 
 
The efficiency of new GRID scheduling protocols and strategies must be evaluated and compared. To this end, 
the creation of a simulation environment and the definition of benchmarking methods are planned. The 
evaluation requires realistic conditions and the examination of the complete scheduling process. As the user 
demand for GRIDs and subsequently the GRID workload is not yet known, existing models for workload models 
are evaluated and extended to the GRID environment. Available applications and performance data from GRID 
projects will be examined to provide us with a good benchmarking suite and data. Moreover, the results are 
verified in GRID testbeds that are available to CoreGRID. 
 
Roadmap: 
 

Review of existing GRID benchmarking models: Research on GRID resource management and 
scheduling needs methods to evaluate the performance of the designed strategies. There are several 
approaches for this task which range from actual execution in a production GRID, to simulation or 
emulation of scenarios. The design of new scheduling strategies usually requires extensive evaluation 
for different scenarios. To this end, existing approaches are reviewed for their suitability.  
 
Review of existing GRID workload traces and models: The workload which is applied for evaluation 
and benchmarking plays a major role for the efficiency of the reviewed methods. Unfortunately, there is 
not much data about GRID workload available. Therefore, models are created or available traces from 
computing sites are adapted for evaluations. Here, existing models are reviewed and available traces are 
collected. 
 
Proposal of benchmarking methods: Based on the results from the other tasks in the Virtual Institute, 
suitable benchmarking methods are sought for evaluating the proposed strategies and models. This can 
include benchmark data for workloads and GRID scenarios, but will also investigate on the creation of 
simulation tools to facilitate the actual evaluation. 
 
Verification of benchmarking methods: Any simulation and benchmarking model needs verification 
for the real scenario. To this end, the CoreGRID testbed is used for practical experiments to verify the 
proposed models. 
 
 

Research Collaborations: 
 

Analysis and development of GRID workload models: In this activity the existing models are 
compared and reviewed for integration into a combined workload model which can be used for 
evaluations in the different tasks of the virtual institutes. To this end, collaboration between the tasks 
are necessary to obtain information about the different requirements (e.g. workflow models, 
data/network requirements of jobs, failure modelling). 
 
Definition of a simulation environment and creation of benchmarking methods: The partners have 
used  or developed different simulators. Future work will pursue the creation of an extensive simulation 
framework which supports many of different issues like workflows, data management, co-allocation. It 
is expected that the partners have similar or complementary requirements which can be combined 
within a framework. 
 
 

 Contributions Collaborations 
TUD - Here TUD wants to research two issues. First, so far, there are no generally 

accepted test suites of grid applications that can be used for performance 
testing. Secondly, performance experiments in real systems are very 
difficult due to the difficulty of repeating  them under the same 
circumstances. Thus, TUD wants to work towards test suites and 
benchmarking models. 

PSNC 

CNRS - CNRS wants to work on a grid simulator. CNRS participated in the design UNIDO 
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of SimGRID, a  trace-based simulator, accepting any network topology,  
including realistic network models (backbones, etc.). CNRS wants to 
continue the development of this tool within CoreGRID and extend the 
user basis and have feedback from the community.  

- CNRS wants to work on evaluation and test of scheduling algorithms on 
heterogeneous platforms. Benchmarks need to be conceived, and it is 
important to evaluate heuristics not only on simulator but also on  an 
emulator or on a real platform. 

PSNC - In this task we want to design a GRID simulator. The most desirable 
features of such a simulator would include: possibility to generate diverse 
workloads, simulation of local resource management systems, and modular 
& pluggable architecture (that allows adding various scheduling algorithms 
and configuration of diverse GRID environments). 

UNIDO, TUD 

UNIDO - At UNIDO two simulators have been developed for the evaluation of 
schedulers for parallel computers and GRID systems. The simulators use 
workload traces as input. 

- In addition to using existing workload traces, several workload models 
have been developed to broaden the available source of data. These models 
provide functionalities for scaling existing traces to different resource 
configurations. 

- Future work should include scheduler evaluation for scenarios in which 
data and network resources are also considered. To this end, a suitable 
simulator need to be selected or newly developed. 

PSNC, CNRS 

UCY - UCY implemented GRIDBench, a framework of tools and services that 
support the benchmarking of GRID resources. GRIDBench comprises a 
suite of benchmarks; a simple XML language for describing benchmarks, 
benchmarking experiments, and benchmarking results; a service that 
performs benchmarking experiments on GRIDs with different GRID 
Middleware (by the use of middleware plug-ins); and a service for 
archiving benchmarking descriptions and results. Finally, GRIDBench 
provides a GUI for the easy definition of benchmarks and the graphical 
representation of benchmarking metrics. The GRIDBench tools and 
benchmark suite can be used to provide metrics that characterize the 
performance of GRID sites. Additionally, GRIDBench was designed to be 
easily extensible to allow the inclusion of new benchmarks.  

- We plan to extend GRIDBench with the ability to derive higher level 
metrics that describe the performance of GRID VOs, and the performance 
of GRID Services such as Resource Brokers and GRID Schedulers. 

UNIDO 
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Task 6.6 Model for Mapping and Scheduling of HPC Applications 
 
Rationale: 
 
Next generation GRIDs will have to support many different application scenarios and policies. These application 
scenarios will not be limited to computational resources. Thus, the creation of a GRID scheduling architecture 
and corresponding strategies as in Task 6.1 and 6.2 need to be designed as very generic and extensible. This 
includes support for cost management or the co-allocation of different resource types which may not occur in all 
GRID scenarios. 
 
However, high performance parallel applications are and will be a very important class of applications that are 
executed on GRIDs. These applications have special characteristics and requirements. Therefore, special 
scheduling and management mechanisms are required which provide high efficiency for these applications. 
Previous research works have shown that mapping and scheduling methods should be customized with respect to 
classes of structurally similar parallel applications. 
 
Several models for High Performance Computing Applications have been (at least partially) studied, such as 
divisible loads [30], malleable tasks [31], or, under the steady-state model, large sets of identical (composite) 
tasks [32]. These researches must be completed. Also, other types of HPC applications must be identified and 
studied. There exist few works on the modifications of original scheduling and mapping decisions, such as tasks 
and data remapping and migration, and task rescheduling. These modifications may become necessary either due 
to some changes in the platform characteristics or because of some evolution of the application characteristics 
(mispredictions). Finally, there are very few mature works on the scheduling under Quality of Service 
constraints, such as deadlines, performance, fault-tolerance, etc. 
 
While one has to be able to efficiently use some homogeneous subpart of the system, from a larger point of view, 
the global GRID is expected both to balance the computational tasks among the available resources as well as to 
manage itself as a huge computing machine. Ultimately the whole system will have to deploy extremely large 
applications, that is to be highly scalable, despite its highly heterogeneous nature. In order to cope with these 
architectural difficulties, the scheduling problems have to be seen from a new perspective. Resources, using co-
scheduling, should be handled in a global way so that large parts of the systems can be made available for 
specific intensive computation, efficient large scale communication or interactive task needs. Regarding 
applications, we must implement hierarchical algorithms (multi-level scheduling), and make use of all the 
information we might get (e.g. from WP5 solutions): for instance we may change the number of processors 
allocated to a computation in order to make it fit to a particular subsystem or set of available resources (the task 
is then called moldable). Instead of targeting the traditional objective of makespan minimization, we would 
optimize different criteria (steady-state throughput, latency, QoS). 
 
 
Roadmap: 
 

Identify relevant classes of HPC applications: Characteristics of HPC applications differ from one 
application to the other. The relevant classes of HPC applications will be identified (loosely vs. tightly 
coupled, data intensive, computationally intensive, etc.). 
 
 
Review models and scheduling strategies for HPC classes: The different existing models for HPC 
applications, and the different existing scheduling strategies are compiled and reviewed. 
 
 
Integration of HPC scheduling models into the CoreGRID scheduling architecture: Based on the 
results of Task 6.1, the integration into a common GRID scheduling architecture of scheduling 
algorithms and strategies for HPC applications is reviewed.  
 
 

Research Collaborations: 
 

Local Scheduling: The execution of HPC jobs on a parallel computer requires special local scheduling. 
Such scheduling methods need to interact with higher-level GRID scheduling strategies.   
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Scheduling with Quality-of-Service Constraints: Many HPC application scenarios require scheduling 
strategies which provide better than best-effort results. Deadlines are typical quality of service 
constraints for which a scheduling system must guarantee the execution of a job before the given time 
instant. 
 
Malleable Job Scheduling: In this case, computational jobs have a flexible resource demand which can 
be changed before or during the runtime. That is, processing nodes may be added or withdrawn from a 
job according to the current system state.  
 
Coordinated HPC scheduling: Especially parallel HPC applications often have high demands on 
quality of service and resource demands. Thus, there is need for including co-allocation of resources 
into the scheduling process. This can be the parallel allocation of processing nodes on different 
computing sites as well as the consideration of network demand for process communication. To this 
end, suitable strategies are necessary which consider the available network bandwidth for the resource 
selection. There are strong links to the research activities in Task 6.2 and 6.7. 
 

 
 

 Contributions Collaborations 
CNR-ISTI - Most parallel programs are designed by implementing classic parallelism 

paradigms (i.e., farm, pipeline, geometric, etc.). Several programming 
environments have been proposed based on a structured parallel 
programming methodology in which sets of parallel constructs (skeletons) 
are used as program composition forms. 

- CNR-ISTI wants to investigate launching-time scheduling and dynamic run-
time re-mapping of high performance parallel applications developed by 
using a structured parallel programming methodology.  

- Moreover, CNR-ISTI want to study how limited QoS requirements, in terms 
of performance and fault tolerance, can impact on such scheduling policies.  

- As a case of study, we will consider the scheduling of parallel applications 
implemented by using the ASSIST (A Software development System based 
upon Integrated Skeleton Technology) structured programming 
environment, which is being developed within GRID.it, the Italian 
government national project on GRIDs. 

 

UPC - UPC has expertise in dynamic scheduling at the local level. For UPC, an 
HPC application is an hybrid MPI/OpenMP application. With this hybrid 
programming model, applications can be adapted to the available resources. 
UPC is interested in expanding this dynamic environment to the GRID level. 

CNRS 

CNRS - CNRS has theoretically studied several classes of parallel applications. 
Malleable applications are parallel applications that can be run on a number 
of processors which is not definitively set before the launch time, but that 
may change during the execution. The MPI/OpenMP applications UPC is 
used to work with are an example of malleable tasks.  

- Another class of parallel applications studied by CNRS is the class of 
divisible load applications. As the applications that are run on grids are very 
large applications, rather than optimize the whole running time of 
applications, CNRS focuses on the asymptotic behaviour of scheduling and 
mapping strategies and optimize the system steady-state, i.e., the platform 
computational throughput. CNRS has especially studied the case of parallel 
applications made of the execution on different inputs of a same task, these 
tasks being either atomic or a set of dependent sub-tasks.  When distributed 
applications rely on large input sets, the data mapping and communication 
scheduling is also a crucial problem.  More generally, CNRS is interested by 
accurate modelling of the communication networks, and by the dynamic 
adaptation to available resources of statically defined schedules. 

UPC, UoM 

FZJ - The Research Centre Juelich (FZJ) is currently involved in two projects 
(DEISA http://deisa.org and VIOLA) developing metascheduling 
components to be integrated into the UNICORE framework. While DEISA 
is targeting the co-allocation of jobs across multiple systems, VIOLA is 
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going to provide components based on the WS-Agreement specification 
which enable the co-ordinated scheduling of jobs and of the network 
connections in between. 

EPFL and 
HES-SO/ 
EIA-FR 

- EPFL and HES-SO/EIA-FR will contribute to task 6.6 with their model for 
mapping an application on to a grid made of a set of parallel machines. This 
original model is based on an ad-hoc parameterization of the applications 
and of the parallel machines, currently called the gamma method. First by-
hand test cases have shown good results. The next major step will be the 
automatic estimation of the job parameters. 

 

UoM - UoM has started work (as part of a UK EPSRC-funded project) on an 
approach for scheduling jobs on parallel resources using  Service Level 
Agreements negotiated between users/brokers/local schedulers.  

- UoM has also started looking into approaches for optimization of workflow 
(DAG) schedules using criteria other than the makespan that satisfy certain 
requirements for Quality of Service (QoS). Both these topics have only 
started recently and need to mature. UoM would be interested in 
collaborating with partners working in either of these areas for possible 
comparative/joint work. 

CNRS 
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Task 6.7 Coordination of GRID scheduling and data management 
Rationale: 
 
Data constitutes a central resource in GRID environments. Most GRID jobs require access to data during their 
execution, and the data sets used by current GRID applications can be huge. However, data as a Grid resource is 
different from most other resource types as data can be transferred, replicated and altered. The use of data results 
in storage, replication, transport, and network traffic problems.  Therefore, the management of data must be 
coordinated with the management of other physical resources such as processors. In addition, a wide range of 
constraints must be specifically considered in data management, such as data locality, data persistence, and data 
transfer costs. Moreover, a GRID will have no centralized control and will be subject to frequent configuration 
changes. All of these aspects must be considered in the general design of the scheduling algorithms as well. To 
this end, data management has to be an integrated component of a GRID scheduling architecture and of GRID 
scheduling algorithms. A GRID scheduler needs to consider data locality into his resource selection and to 
analyze the benefit of transferring some data to and from a particular resource. This activity has strong links with 
WP2, the Virtual Institute on Data and Knowledge Management. A coordinating GRID scheduler needs to 
communicate with data management services about the existence and location of data as well as the cost for 
transferring data. 
 
Roadmap: 
 

Survey on existing coordinated job and data management functions: Data Management is widely 
used in current GRID implementations. In several projects, dedicated services or strategies have been 
developed to improve data availability. However, there is no common model for interaction between 
data and job management. Here, a survey is conducted on required and existing solutions.  
 
Identify required interfaces to data and network management: Depending on the different 
coordinating scheduling strategies, job scheduling will need to communicate with data and network 
management. In this activity it will be reviewed how these distinct services can be maintained while 
providing well defined interfaces for coordinated scheduling. 
 
Propose coordinated job and data scheduling strategies: A collection of proposed strategies will be 
provided.  
 
Integration of strategies into the common scheduling architecture: Based on the results of Task 6.1 
and 6.2, the integration of models and strategies into a common GRID scheduling architecture is 
reviewed.  
 

Research Collaborations: 
 

Data Movement and Data Replication: The introduction of replicated data is used to improve access 
time for computational jobs. Different strategies for this replica management will be examined. 
 
Combined Job and Data Scheduling: GRID scheduling will be examined which not only consider the 
current location of data within the GRID but also include transfer cost for the resource selection. 

 
 

 
 Contributions Collaborations 
CNRS - For data replication CNRS’s motivation comes from an application in life 

science and more precisely around the search of sites and signatures of 
proteins in databanks of protein sequences (GriPPS). The approach uses a 
good knowledge of databank usage scheme and of the target platform. 
Starting with this information, CNRS has designed a linear program and a 
method to obtain a mixed solution, i.e., integer and rational numbers, of 
this program. With the OptorSim simulator comparison have been made to 
other approaches: a greedy algorithm for data mapping, and an on-line 
algorithm for the scheduling of requests. 

- CNRS works on data management for Network Enabled Servers (NES). 
The DIET approach consists in selecting appropriate servers to solve 
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computational requests on behalf of the clients connected to it. CNRS has 
designed and implemented a data management service to provide data 
persistence for the DIET platform. Data is managed implicitly by the client 
and explicitly by the infrastructure. Indeed, once a data is transmitted, the 
client does not have to transfer it again. It only has to state whether the data 
is persistent. Data might then be moved by DIET between servers for 
scheduling purpose. 

EIA and 
EPFL 

- The current version of the set of parameters that characterise parallel 
applications of the currently used gamma method does not take into 
account data location. While in the first prototype version of the ISS 
project data location was not taken into account,  this is not acceptable in 
the long term. Therefore, for future versions, it is planned to investigate 
how data location can be introduced in the set of parameters.  The 
objective is to allow the matching algorithm to estimate the cost of  
necessary data movement to execute the application on a given machine. 

 

FZJ - Based on the work done in the OpenMolGRID project  
(hhtp://www.openmolgrid.org) the Research Centre Juelich is going to 
continue its work on the interweavement of data management with GRID  
scheduling. Starting from the experience with the integration and 
automation of data management into high-level work flows, FZJ's work 
will be twofold:   

- First FZJ will contribute to the specification of a unified model describing  
data and compute (and later other) resources and providing the means to  
process respective requests within the NextGRID architecture (see also 
task  6.1).  

- Second FZJ is involved in the GRID Scheduling Architecture activity at  
GGF which approaches the data management integration on a service and  
protocol level including the relation of this to OGSA. 

 

TUD - TUD is investigating the scheduling of data movements and replication 
along with processor scheduling in our grid testbed.  

- Here different types of applications will be considered: parallel, workflow, 
datamining, etc. 

WWU- 
Münster, 
CNRS 

UNICAL - Data movement tasks can be a critical part of GRID jobs in terms of 
performance. The scheduling model UNICAL is working on takes into 
account data movement by properly considering the execution of data 
movement tasks in the evaluation of job execution times, and adopting 
estimates of intermediate result sizes and dynamic network performance. 

 

UNIDO - UNIDO is working on scheduling strategies for co-allocation of resources 
for complex jobs. Here, especially the combination of data and network 
management into the job scheduling process is considered. It is worked 
towards a GRID scheduling system which is capable of scheduling 
computational jobs while including information of future data availability 
and necessary transfer cost into the planning process.  

- To this end, it is planned to identify the  required interfaces from GRID 
scheduling instances to data and network  management strategies and 
systems. 

- UNIDO is investigating into data-aware scheduling for dCache within the 
LCG platform. 

 

ZIB - ZIB is doing research on data-aware job placement, data placement and the 
scheduling of data transfers before or after executing a job. 

 

UoM - UoM has been instrumental in the development of one of the few 
operational distributed query processors for the grid (see 
http://www.ogsadai.org.uk/dqp/). As part of this work we have developed 
heuristics for resource selection and scheduling of the query plan on to 
different nodes. To this end, it is communicated between the different 
operators 

- UoM is active in WP2 and might work as a liaison between the different 
activities 

TUD 
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Task 6.8 Performance Prediction 
 
Rationale: 
 
The performance prediction of GRID jobs is an important component for efficient GRID scheduling as 
information about the execution time of a GRID job is required to plan resource allocations in advance. With 
different types of resources and different kinds of service quality, the performance analysis is a complex task.  
While many information about the current status of the Grid can be deduced or statistically forecasted from a 
Grid information and monitoring system as subject of WP5, many information about the prediction of job relies 
on tight interaction with the higher-level Grid scheduling strategy and the lower-level scheduling of the local 
resource management system. Therefore, it is the objective of this task to analyze and develop scheduling related 
prediction mechanisms. To this end, this task will define new performance models for GRID jobs. Based on 
these models, strategies for predicting the application performance with respect to the available resource 
situation will be examined. 
 
Roadmap: 
 

Identification of factors that affect application performance: Many factors influence the actual 
performance a job achieves. This includes, for example, processing architecture, network performance, 
data access speed, properties of the local resource management system. 
 
Study of strategies for predicting the application performance based on the defined models: There 
are several job models available. However, these models are usually very application specific and not 
adapted for the GRID scenario. Within this activity, different models are reviewed and new combined 
performance models evaluated. 
 
Development of strategies for dealing with imprecise predictions: The availability of performance 
prediction allows new scheduling strategies which exploit this information. Such strategies are explored 
and evaluated. 

 
 

Research Collaborations: 
 

Performance models for various classes of Grid applications: Relevant classes of Grid applications 
need to be identified and analysed in terms of their performance description. These classes could 
include, for example single-processor batch jobs, MPI applications, Web Services etc. depending on 
interests of particular partners. For each of classes a generic performance model should be investigated. 
 
Performance prediction methods: Several performance prediction strategies on identified models will 
be examined by various partners.  Additionally, one of goals of this task will be to study to which extent 
given methods are useful for particular classes of Grid applications. 
 
Design of algorithms based on knowledge retrieved from performance predictions: Grid 
scheduling algorithms, which make use of knowledge concerning predictions of application 
performance, will be examined. Algorithms will be designed and analysed on the basis of investigated 
performance prediction models and strategies. Since performance prediction in the Grid can be 
imprecise, methods taking into account possible prediction errors will be also studied. 

 
 

 
 Contributions Collaborations 
UoW - The contribution is focused on the adequate definition of a set of domain-

specifics expression and languages that fully describes a GRID Service 
performance composition and behaviour.  The performance information 
given by the GRID Service utilization provides a historical data that is used 
by a GRID broker in order to decide GRID performance prediction. UoW’s 
aspiration is to feed an “Artificial Intelligence GRID Broker” with enough 
quantity and quality information that can learn and decide about GRID 
Service performance issues in a dynamic GRID environment.    

UPC, CNRS 
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PSNC - PSNC is going to design efficient Grid scheduling strategies and 
algorithms using application performance prediction models and methods. 

- Another research issue is to take into account the knowledge about 
imprecision of performance prediction during Grid scheduling. We would 
like to do this through modelling of user's preferences concerning 
estimated times and prediction errors. 

UPC, EPFL, 
UoW, ZIB 

ZIB - ZIB is working on mechanisms to predict application demands using 
recorded load profiles. The mechanisms derive periodicities in the 
behaviour of applications.  

- ZIB is also interested in methods to predict the execution time of jobs more 
accurately. This could be used for minimizing the side-effects of 
reservations on normal jobs. 

 

CNR-ISTI - Performance models of complex parallel applications, built by 
orchestrating simpler and hierarchically composed modules, can be 
generated and expressed in terms of the performance of the single sub-
modules. When necessary, profiling information can be automatically 
collected from the GRID monitoring system, to determine the average 
performances of single sub-module. Here CNR-ISTI wants to develop 
performance models of parallelism patterns such as, task-farm, pipeline, 
data parallel, in order to predict application execution time on a target 
GRID. 

- Moreover, CNR-ISTI wants to investigate how these models could be 
exploited to guide launching time and run time scheduling. A cost model 
could be used to restructure a program in order to match resources 
available, or to maintain the proper degree of performance (performance 
contract) or to increase performance when required. 

WWU-
MÜNSTER 

WWU-
MÜNSTER 

- While there are many different approaches to performance prediction and 
modelling, e.g. benchmarking, prediction from previous runs and the 
construction of analytical performance functions, they have been used 
mostly in separation so far.  

- We plan to enhance the prediction accuracy by combining different 
approaches, e.g.  analytical models for the general structure of GRID 
components with benchmark results for sequential code portions of the 
component. 

CNR-ISTI 

UNIDO - UNIDO provides results in the analysis of existing HPC workload for 
parallel computers. Workload models have been created which allow 
among other things the prediction of workload submissions.  

- Some of these models do not only statistically model the workload as a 
whole but are based on individual user or group submission patterns.  
These models can be used to predict future workload and performance of 
GRID resources. 

 

EPFL and 
HES-SO/ 
EIA-FR 

- By means of the “gamma method”, it is possible to predict the performance 
of an application. This by-hand performance prediction was already able to 
resolve some performance anomalies measured in some applications. 
These anomalies could be resolved by a hand optimisation of the 
programme. 

-  In future, automatic performance predictions will be possible by means of 
the performance data stored in a database. These data will be used to 
choose the most suited parallel computer platform and enables to predict 
which computing resources are missing and need to be complemented. 

 

UPC - UPC is interested in prediction of execution time and resource estimation 
prediction. UPC is currently working on performance prediction based on 
historic information gathered from the local resource manager, 
LoadLeveler in particular. 

PSNC, UoM 
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Mechanisms 
 

Workshops: 

Workshops are organized every four months to foster the collaboration of the partners. As mentioned before, it is 
essential to gain a common understanding about the research activities. To this end, extended workshops are 
planned featuring full day presentations of corresponding research results. The presentations of joint activities 
are preferred.  

The first results will include consensus on relevant use-cases and requirements for GRID scheduling and 
resource management. Also the required components and their interaction will be discussed to create a plan for 
the integration of the deliverables of the different research activities of other working packages. 

Planned meetings: 
 
• The first Virtual Institute Workshop was held on the 13th of January 2005, in Pisa, to assess the matter 

to be included in the first deliverable (the Roadmap for GRID Resource Management and Scheduling 
version 1, to be issued at the end of February). Following, the next steps have been analyzed and the 
planned contributions of the partners assessed. 

• Several electronic meetings (email forums, video and audio teleconferences, etc.) have been informally 
planned to prepare the guidelines to be inserted in the first roadmap deliverable.  

• The next workshop is planned for 30-31 of May 2005. This two-day workshop will include a full day 
scientific track which allows partners to present their research activity within the Virtual Institute. The 
second day will be used for discussing the joint activities within the tasks. 

 

CoreGRID portal: 

The Virtual Institute uses the CoreGRID portal for sharing information between the partners and for 
disseminating information beyond the network. To this end,  public and private sections are used within the 
network 

 
Partner Meetings: 

The actual collaboration is supported by conducting meetings between partners for specific research activities. 
To assure focussed meetings in regards to the joint programme of activity,  the partners inform about the specific 
research task and the anticipated results for a meeting in advance. In addition, the partners report about the 
outcome of the meetings.  

 
Dissemination of results: 

The partners plan to submit joint publications in the corresponding conference and journal publications. These 
publications will also be made available on the CoreGRID website to inform the partners about the results.  

In addition, the partners are committed to consider CoreGRID results in their individual research projects if this 
is reasonable. This will strengthen the recognition and relevance of CoreGRID within the scientific community. 
 
Researcher/Student Exchanges: 

Some partners are planning the exchange of students to improve the level of integration within the CoreGRID 
JPA. 

 
Contributions to standards: 

Typical example for promoting CoreGRID results is the participation in standards or community activities. For 
example, several partners in WP 6 are participating in the Global GRID Forum where a research group exists 
which parallels the activities in Task 6.1. 

 
Future steps 
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As note before, partners are committed to contribute to the roadmap with their research activities. It is expected 
that these contributions complement to an extensive framework for GRID resource management and scheduling 
which covers most of the relevant topics for Next Generation GRIDs. However, it is also expected that gaps 
within this framework will be identified during the collaboration. These gaps might be the lack of certain 
functionalities or missing implementations for particular application scenarios. The partners plan to examine 
funding sources for joint projects; this could be on an institutional, national, European or international level. 
 
In general, the partners are reviewing possibilities to strengthen collaboration and durable cooperation within the 
network. The partners intend to find means to extend the joint collaboration beyond the project duration of the 
NoE by continuing regular joint workshops, student and research exchanges. 
While durable integration will certainly need funded joint projects, the partners also plan to explore the use of 
other instruments like joint PhD supervisions.  
 

5. Link with other CoreGRID scientific workpackages 
 
Due to central character of the research topic, there are strong relations to research activities in other work 
packages.  A consistent part of the activities of the Virtual Institute partners is also devoted to the interactions 
with the other Virtual Institutes in the network. The Virtual Institute aims at exploiting the results of the other 
Virtual Institutes and to export its own results to the other virtual institutes. Therefore there are strong relations 
to research activities in other Work Packages/Virtual Institutes. Several scheduling services interact with 
information and monitoring considered in the corresponding work package WP5. These are for instance, the 
workflow management services which interact with the GRID scheduling for planning the required resource 
allocations. The monitoring services provide the information for the scheduling task. 
In addition, the scheduling of data transfers and network communications is performed in cooperation with the 
work package for data management WP2. The scheduling model for high-performance parallel GRID applications 
requires interaction with the research program for programming models WP3. 
It is essential that the access to Grid resources is made transparent and easy to use for the end users. This can 
either be achieved by providing suitable user interfaces or by integrating automatic functions into the application 
environment. To this end, this virtual institute cooperates with the WP7 about the integration of scheduling and 
resource management functions into problem solving environment, tools and portals.  
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Collaboration Meetings 
 
The following list contains a set of collaboration meetings which already took place or a planned for 2005. 
The list will be continuously updated. Additional visits are expected to be added during 2005. 
From To Period TODO 

FZJ UoM February 1, 2005 
Establishment of contact & preparation of 
collaboration. 

ISTI UNIDO 
UNIDO ISTI 

2005-2007 Joint supervision of a PhD doctorate (Nicola 
Tonelotto)  

CETIC CNRS spring/autumn 05 Experimentation with DIET; incorporation of 
scheduler 

EPFL CETIC 
CETIC EPFL 

2005 Mutual visits regarding collaboration for Grid 
scheduling systems, first meeting February 2005 

PSNC EPFL 2005 Initial visit of PSNC to the S.O.S workshop. The 
meeting on collaboration are scheduled during 
this visit. 

CNRS UOM 
UOM CNRS 

2005 Models for scheduling and load-balancing 
high-performance applications 

SZTAKI UOW 
UOW SZTAKI 

2005 Workflow management; performance prediction; 
develop of GEMLCA and it's inclusion in the 
SZTAKI P-Grade Portal 

TUD CNRS 
CNRS TUD 

2005 Scheduling in subtask T6.7 

FHG FZJ 
FZJ FHG 

2005 Ontology for Grid scheduling 

FHG, FZJ UoM 2005 Integration of scheduling and resource ontology 
ZIB CNRS April 2005 collaboration on Task 6.2 
UPC CNRS April 2005 collaboration on Task 6.2 
UNIDO FZJ 
FZJ UNIDO 

2005-2007 Mutual visits regarding Grid scheduling 
architecture and strategies in T6.1, T6.2, T6.8 

 
Table I : short visits between partners (planned). 
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